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Kendal Group (CCC)
Dallam Estates appealed against the inspector’s confirmation of the DMMO to add 
public footpaths at Burntbarrow Wood near Storth. The appeal was turned down by 
the High Court.
However they were successful in objecting to the DMMO at Marble Quarry near 
Beetham as the inspector decided not to confirm the order.
Ramblers received a confirmed diversion at Arnside Tower Farm at Far Arnside but it
appears the original order was never issued. During the consultation process specific
mention had been made regards the surface of the diversion to be metalled in 
keeping with the original route through the concreted farm yard and also that there 
be no barbed wire. The diverted is fenced with barbed wire. Eugene Suggett has 
been contacted regards appealing against this confirmed order.
Story homes are developing a site in Kendal where they have closed a public 
footpath under a TCPA notice but there is concern that they will seek to extinguish it. 
Pauline Goodridge responded and there is hope that there will be a satisfactory 
outcome  Perhaps as a consequence of that response SLDC Planning Dept. are 
offering Ramblers the opportunity to consult at an early stage on planning 
applications involving PRoWs.
Ernie Robin

Furness Group
The main issue recently concerned a footpath near Tridley Point ( Plumpton) which 
was reported as impassable and caused quite a stir on local social media.  It was 
eventually discovered that the landowner had inadvertently left some metal barriers 
across the path having used them for penning sheep, in addition to a farm gate 
which is permanently padlocked.   Tony Burns from CCC came down   and promised 
to improve the access, hopefully with a stile.  This has been an issue for a long time 
though and nothing has changed for years!
    A proposal to modify the route of the Cumbrian Way just north of Ulverston at 
Windy Ash is being investigated. If approved, this would divert the route away from 
houses and a farmyard.
    15 Ease of Use Surveys were completed in May, the more clement weather 
probably contributed to a better pass rate than normal!
Phil Walker

Lancaster Group
The monthly group footpath surveys are continuing with numbers around the 8 - 12 
mark.
The Lancaster group has been involved in the following consultations:
Silverdale at level railway crossing, footpath 1-30-FP39. The proposed diversion 
seemed to have been confirmed but negotiations are still on-going with the 
Landowner. The path seems to be open intermittently and the diversion is being 
progressed with high priority by LCC.
Ellel FP1, near Galgate, Lancaster (Leach House) – upgrade from footpath to 
bridleway certified 27th May 2016
Dent, FP 516005, diversion around Burton Hill Farm. Site visit made on 14 th June’16.
No objection. Way-mark at eastern end of diversion recommended and accepted.



Cowgill Barn, Dent – public path order made out 21/03/2016. Diversion of public path
516059 due to building works.

The north side path of the river Lune (part of the Lune Valley Ramble) is closed by 
LCC at Crook o’ Lune and has been since the December floods. The south side path
is clear. The north path is precarious at Crook o’ Lune and impassable at the east 
end of Lawson’s Wood (after the Waterworks bridge). A re-opening time is not 
known.
The Lost Ways group is continuing but with nothing major to report. We await the 
completed new regulations before submitting routes.
Reported footpath complaints for Lancaster area:
                                                Feb – May 2016                             
Lancashire                                       40                                               
Cumbria, SLDC                                1                                              
Cumbria YDNP                                1                                                 

Neil Herbert


